Jan Öhman
*

Johpomek AB
http://www.ekvstolar.se/

BILATERAL MEETINGS
Friday 12:00 - 15:00

DESCRIPTION Johpomek (www.johpomek.se) is a Swedish company that has
been in the business since 1977 and has extensive
experience in the furniture industry. The company has their
own product development and metal fabrication. Through
their daughter company, EKV Stolar (http://ekvstolar.se/) the
company is offering office furniture to private companies and
public institutions. The company is also working with one of
the largest retailers of school furniture in Sweden.
ORGANIZATION TYPE Company
PHONE 0706382030
EMAIL Jan@johpomek.se
COUNTRY Sweden
CITY Osby, Industrigatan 14 Google map
AREAS OF ACTIVITIES SECTOR OF METAL PROCESSING INDUSTRY

SECTOR OF TIMBER AND BUILDING INDUSTRY
INDUSTRIAL SECTOR OF PLASTICS AND PLASTIC
PRODUCTS

Offer & Request

MEET SUPPLIERS
Johpomek is now looking into possibilities of sourcing plastic shells and plywood parts for their
chairs. The company is interested in a long-term cooperation with a manufacturer in Bosnia and
Herzegovina that can deliver the following:

1) Plastic parts for chairs (please see enclosed picture) Example Picture 1-2

- Plastics required: Polyuretan (PUR), polyeten (PE), polypropen (PP).
- Size & colors: Preferably different sizes and different colors. The below measures are just an
example.
· Left - width: 420, height: 420
· Middle - width: 380, height: 380
· Right - width: 330, height: 330

- Volume: Initially an order of 5,000-10,000 pieces

2) Moulded plywood parts (please see enclosed picture) Example Picture 3-4

Production of seats and backs of a chair. It is important for the Swedish manufacturer that the
potential partner can process wood using compression molding technology.

- Quality: High-quality since sought since the Swedish company's products for the school
environment have high demands on quality and durability.
- Wood required: The seats and backs are made of birch/beech veneer and varying colors of
laminate.
- Volume: approximately 35,000 chairs for school environment per year.

COOPERATION REQUESTED
1. Manufacturing agreement

